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Credit & Collections Technology Awards announces PCI Pal as finalist
PCI Pal, the specialist provider of secure payment solutions for global contact centres, has been
announced as shortlisted entrant for the Credit & Collections Technology Awards for the Best
Payment Service solution and Best Call Centre solution categories.

The inaugural Credit & Collections Technology Awards has launched to reward technological
innovation in the payment, credit and collections sector. The awards aim to highlight the successes
of companies and individuals who have lead the way in enhancing credit and collections technology.

James Barham, Chief Commercial Officer for PCI Pal said: “We are delighted to have been announced
as a finalist in not one but two categories at the Credit and Collections Technology Awards. At a
time when companies are facing increasing pressure in the form of continued regulatory scrutiny
and data security, the inaugural awards celebrate the positive impact technology is having in this
space, to deliver enhanced efficiencies and safeguards to organisations across the UK.”
The winners will be announced via an online newsfeed on Thursday 7th December 2017 at 4pm on
www.credit-connect.co.uk

For more information, visit www.pcipal.com or call +44 207 030 3770 to arrange a demonstration.
Alternatively, follow PCI Pal on Twitter.
ends
Notes to Editors:
About PCI Pal PLC
PCI Pal is a specialist provider of secure payment solutions for contact centres and businesses taking
Cardholder Not Present (CNP) payments. PCI Pal’s globally accessible cloud platform empowers
organisations to take payments securely without bringing their environments into scope of PCI DSS
and other relevant data security rules and regulations.
With the entire product portfolio served from PCI Pal’s cloud environment, integrations with existing
telephony, payment, and desktop environments is simple and light-touch, ensuring no degradation
of service while achieving security and compliance.

With extensive operations and technical experience of the contact centre sector, PCI Pal is uniquely
qualified to deliver operationally efficient cloud-based payment security solutions to organisations
operating on a global scale.
PCI Pal has offices in London, Ipswich and Charlotte NC (USA). For more information visit www.pcipal.com or follow the team on Twitter: https://twitter.com/PCIPAL
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